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In this paper we explore the following question: can the probabilities constituting the quan-
tum Boltzmann distribution, PBn ∝ e−En/kT , be derived from a requirement that the quantum
configuration-space distribution for a system in thermal equilibrium be very similar to the corre-
sponding classical distribution? It is certainly to be expected that the quantum distribution in
configuration space will approach the classical distribution as the temperature approaches infinity,
and a well-known equation derived from the Boltzmann distribution shows that this is generically
the case. Here we ask whether one can reason in the opposite direction, that is, from quantum-
classical agreement to the Boltzmann probabilities. For two of the simple examples we consider—a
particle in a one-dimensional box and a simple harmonic oscillator—this approach leads to proba-
bility distributions that provably approach the Boltzmann probabilities at high temperature, in the
sense that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions approaches zero.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much has been written about the correspondence be-
tween quantum mechanics and classical mechanics. Pa-
pers on the subject range from early identifications of
similarities, such as the Ehrenfest theorem [1] and the
phase-space representation of quantum mechanics [2–
4], to more recent efforts to understand the role of de-
coherence in the quantum-to-classical transition [5–8]
and to assess the status of the correspondence princi-
ple in light of chaotic dynamics [8–10]. In this paper
we study a specific aspect of the quantum-classical cor-
respondence, namely, the way in which the quantum me-
chanical configuration-space distribution for a system in
thermal equilibrium approaches its classical counterpart
as the temperature gets large. (The questions we raise
here could also be raised for probability distributions over
other slices of phase space. But in this paper we restrict
our attention to the configuration-space distribution.)
For each of the examples we consider here, which are
all quite simple and in fact involve only a one-dimensional
configuration space, we observe that the quantum distri-
bution becomes quite similar to the classical distribution
even at modest values of the temperature. This similar-
ity depends on a kind of coordination between the shapes
of the quantum mechanical energy eigenfunctions (in the
position representation) and the Boltzmann weights with
which the squares of these eigenfunctions are averaged in
a thermal mixture: these two elements work together
to produce a high level of agreement with the classical
distribution. The degree of this agreement leads us to
ask whether the probabilities constituting the quantum
Boltzmann distribution, PBn ∝ e−En/kT (which together
with the energy eigenstates define the canonical ensem-
ble), can be deduced from a requirement that the quan-
tum position distribution be very similar to the classical
position distribution. If such a deduction is indeed pos-
sible, it may indicate a tighter network of connections
among quantum mechanics, classical mechanics, and sta-
tistical mechanics than we normally recognize. After all,
we already have other, apparently independent ways of
deriving the Boltzmann distribution.
We do not answer our question in general—it seems
to be a difficult one. Rather, we show how a derivation
of the Boltzmann probabilities can be achieved in our
examples, at least for high temperatures, and we argue
that the matter is worth further investigation. Crucially,
in trying to arrive at the probabilities PBn , we do not put
into the mathematics the energy eigenvalues En but only
the squares of the energy eigenfunctions.
To be sure, one expects the quantum distribution in
configuration space to approach the corresponding clas-
sical distribution as the temperature gets large. One way
to see this is through the following well-known approxi-
mate expression for the quantum distribution (based on
the Boltzmann formula), in which only those terms up to
second order in ~ have been kept [11] (the approximation
is written here for the one-dimensional case):
ρq(x) ∝
{
1 + ~2
[(
− 1
12mk2T 2
)
d2V (x)
dx2
+
1
24mk3T 3
(
dV (x)
dx
)2]}
e−V (x)/kT .
(1)
Here V (x) is the potential energy and m is the parti-
cle’s mass. As the classical position distribution ρc(x)
is simply proportional to e−V (x)/kT , Eq. (1) predicts
that as the temperature approaches infinity, the ratio
ρq(x)/ρc(x) approaches the constant value 1. We could
use Eq. (1) or related equations to try to account for
the similarity we see between the quantum and classical
cases [12], but our aim in this paper is not so much to
account for this similarity as to use it as a starting point
for generating the Boltzmann probabilities.
In the following sections we consider three simple ex-
amples, again all in one spatial dimension: (i) a particle
in a box with infinitely hard walls, (ii) a harmonic oscil-
lator, and (iii) a particle in a linear potential bounded
by a hard wall. For each example, we begin by illus-
trating the similarity between the quantum and classical
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2position distributions. Then we ask this question: given
the classical position distribution and the squares of the
quantum energy eigenfunctions, how should the latter be
weighted in order to produce a position distribution “as
close as possible” to the classical one? Or, slightly more
precisely, if we let ρ(x) be the position distribution re-
sulting from the weighting of the squared eigenfunctions,
we ask how the weights should be chosen so as to make
the ratio r(x) = ρ(x)/ρc(x) “as flat as possible,” where
ρc(x) is the classical thermal distribution at some tem-
perature T . We particularly want to know whether the
optimal weighting is similar to the Boltzmann weighting,
and whether it approaches the Boltzmann weighting as
the temperature gets large [13].
Ideally we would adopt a single, simple interpretation
of “as flat as possible” that applies to all our examples,
but we have not found such an interpretation that is
mathematically tractable. Instead, in each case we in-
terpret “as flat as possible” in a way that makes the
mathematics manageable for that example. These ad hoc
interpretations are, however, sufficiently similar to each
other that they can guide us, in Section V, to a general
definition of “as flat as possible” that we can reasonably
hope will generate the Boltzmann probabilities, in the
high-temperature limit, for a large class of systems.
The final section then discusses the potential signifi-
cance of our observations.
II. PARTICLE IN A BOX
Consider a one-dimensional particle of mass m con-
fined to a box with hard walls at the positions x = 0 and
x = L. The quantum energy eigenvalues for this system
are En = pi
2~2n2/(2mL2), where n = 1, 2, . . .. In terms
of a rescaled position ξ = x/L and a rescaled temperature
τ = kT/E1, the energy eigenfunctions are
ψn(ξ) =
√
2 sin(pinξ), n = 1, 2, . . . , (2)
and the Boltzmann probabilities with which these eigen-
functions are weighted in thermal equilibrium are
PBn =
1
Z
e−n
2/τ , (3)
where Z =
∑∞
n=1 e
−n2/τ . Thus, in thermal equilibrium,
the quantum distribution of the particle’s position is
ρq(ξ) =
∞∑
n=1
PBn |ψn(ξ)|2 = 1−
∞∑
n=1
PBn cos(2pinξ)
=
θ3(0, e
−1/τ )− θ3(piξ, e−1/τ )
θ3(0, e−1/τ )− 1 ,
(4)
where θ3 is the Jacobi theta function θ3(z, q) =∑∞
n=−∞ q
n2e2niz. Meanwhile the analogous classical dis-
tribution of the particle’s position, at any non-zero tem-
perature, is simply the uniform distribution (because in-
side the box, the potential energy does not depend on
position):
ρc(ξ) = 1. (5)
Fig. 1 plots the quantum position distribution ρq(ξ)
for the temperature τ = 60. This is not a particularly
high temperature: the first fourteen energy eigenstates
carry 99% of the probability. And yet the distribution
is already quite flat. We write down here the values of
ρq(ξ) at ξ = 0.2 and ξ = 0.5:
ρq(0.2) = 1.07855849250
ρq(0.5) = 1.07855849256
(6)
Moreover, one can show, from known properties of the
Jacobi theta function, that the function ρq(ξ) is mono-
tonically increasing between ξ = 0 and ξ = 1/2 (and of
course it is symmetric around ξ = 1/2). Thus it seems
that the Boltzmann probabilities in Eq. (3) weight the
sinusoidal functions |ψn(ξ)|2 in just the right way as to
produce a distribution that, over most of the interval, is
almost as flat as the corresponding classical distribution.
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FIG. 1. The thermal position distribution of a quantum par-
ticle in a box. Here kT = 60E1.
We now ask whether one can deduce the Boltzmann
weights from a requirement that the position distribution
be very flat. To address this question, we consider a
general weighting of the squared energy eigenfunctions:
ρ(ξ) =
∞∑
n=1
Pn|ψn(ξ)|2, (7)
where the probabilities Pn are to be determined. We
could ask what values of Pn make ρ(ξ) as flat as possi-
ble. But it is clear that this is not the right question:
making the distribution as flat as possible is like tak-
ing the infinite-temperature limit, which is not what we
want. (The quantum distribution becomes completely
flat at infinite temperature, but in that limit every Pn
approaches zero.) Rather, we want somehow to limit the
3effective temperature so that we can compare the Pn’s
that emerge from a flatness condition to the PBn ’s given
by the Boltzmann distribution.
Here we take a fairly crude approach to limiting the ef-
fective temperature: we simply restrict the sum in Eq. (7)
to the first N eigenstates.
ρ(ξ) =
N∑
n=1
Pn|ψn(ξ)|2. (8)
Now we take as our flatness condition the requirement
that the first 2N − 1 derivatives of ρ(ξ), evaluated at
ξ = 1/2 (that is, at the middle of the box), be zero.
We have chosen the number 2N − 1 so that the num-
ber of conditions we are imposing equals the number of
variables. The odd-numbered derivatives are automat-
ically zero at ξ = 1/2 because of the symmetry of the
functions |ψn(ξ)|2. Thus our flatness condition, together
with the normalization condition, yields exactly N lin-
ear equations for the N variables Pn. Upon taking the
derivatives, one finds that the equations are
N∑
n=1
(−1)nn2mPn = 0, m = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1
N∑
n=1
Pn = 1.
(9)
This system of linear equations can be solved exactly.
The unique solution (see Appendix A) is
Pn = A
(2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)! , (10)
where the proportionality constant A is determined by
normalization. This constant comes out to be
A = 2
[
22N − (2N)!
N !2
]−1
. (11)
Thus the position distribution ρ(ξ) is made optimally
flat, in our sense, by choosing the Pn’s to form essentially
half of a binomial distribution.
Now, the Boltzmann formula for a particle in a box,
Eq. (3), has the form of a discrete Gaussian function of
n. We know that a binomial distribution ultimately ap-
proaches a Gaussian, so we expect our binomial “flatness-
optimizing” distribution to look much like the Boltzmann
distribution when N is large, as long as we make a judi-
cious choice of the correspondence between the temper-
ature τ (for the Boltzmann distribution) and the value
of N (for the flatness-optimizing distribution). It turns
out that the choice τ = N works well. Fig. 2 shows the
two probability distributions for τ = N = 7. As the
temperature increases, the flatness-optimizing distribu-
tion {Pn} approaches the Boltzmann distribution {PBn }
in the sense that the Kullback-Leibler divergence,
D(P |PB) =
N∑
n=1
Pn ln
(
Pn/P
B
n
)
, (12)
approaches zero, as illustrated in Fig. 3. One can in
fact show analytically (Appendix B) that this divergence
diminishes as 1/N2 for large N . Thus although our
flatness-optimizing distribution is not identical to the
Boltzmann distribution—it could not be, since it is lim-
ited to the first N eigenstates—it approaches the Boltz-
mann distribution in a rather strong sense as the tem-
perature increases. We regard this asymptotic result as
interesting, because it seems so different from the usual
way of deriving these probabilities.
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FIG. 2. The Boltzmann probabilities (blue triangles) and the
probabilities that make ρ(ξ) optimally flat (red stars). In this
plot τ = N = 7. For much larger values of τ , it is difficult to
see any difference between the two distributions in a plot like
this.
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FIG. 3. The Kullback-Leibler divergence D(P |PB) between
the flatness-optimizing distribution {Pn} and the Boltzmann
distribution {PBn }. To make the comparison, we have set the
value of N in Pn equal to the value of τ in P
B
n .
Regarding the infinite-temperature limit, we note that
merely requiring the position distribution ρ(ξ) to be-
come flat in this limit is not enough to see anything spe-
cial about the Boltzmann probabilities PBn . Consider,
for example, the alternative set of probabilities PAn =
(e1/τ − 1)e−n/τ . (The “A” is for “alternative.”) The re-
4sulting position distribution,
ρA(ξ) =
∞∑
n=1
PAn |ψn(ξ)|2 =
(e1/τ + 1)(1− cos(2piξ))
e1/τ − 2 cos(2piξ) + e−1/τ ,
(13)
likewise becomes arbitrarily flat as τ goes to infinity. But
PAn is clearly very different from P
B
n . Evidently one needs
some kind of finite-temperature flatness condition in or-
der to arrive at something that approaches the Boltz-
mann distribution in the infinite-temperature limit.
Again we emphasize that, in our flatness-optimizing
problem, we have not put into the mathematics the en-
ergy eigenvalues. (We have put into the mathematics the
squared eigenfunctions |ψn(ξ)|2, together with an order-
ing of these eigenfunctions, but we have not explicitly
put in the associated energies.) So, to the extent that
the Boltzmann formula emerges from the flatness condi-
tion, part of what emerges is the fact that the exponent
in this formula is proportional to n2.
Our insistence on flatness of the position distribution
may bring to mind Jaynes’ characterization of the ther-
mal state as the state of maximum entropy for a fixed
value of the average energy [17]. Perhaps even more rel-
evant is the recent work by Anza` and Vedral on states
for which the Shannon entropy of a particular observable
is maximized for fixed average energy [18]. One might
suppose from the above results that, for the particle in
a box, the position is an observable whose differential
entropy h = − ∫ 1
0
ρ(ξ) ln ρ(ξ)dξ is maximized in the ther-
mal state; that is, one might imagine that the observed
flatness of the function ρ(ξ) is a manifestation of position-
entropy maximization. However, it turns out that this is
not the case, at least not if the average energy is being
held fixed. It is easy to find states with the same aver-
age energy as the thermal state but exhibiting a greater
position-entropy.
Of course, in our problem we did not hold the av-
erage energy fixed. Rather, we fixed the value of N ,
which labels the highest-energy eigenstate allowed to
have nonzero probability. But if one tries maximizing the
position-entropy h while holding N fixed, one finds that
the result is quite different from the Boltzmann distribu-
tion. So, if there is a connection between our observations
and Jaynes’ principle, it must be a subtler connection.
III. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
Consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in
thermal equilibrium. The potential energy function is
V (x) = (1/2)mω2x2, where m is the mass and ω is
the angular frequency. In terms of a rescaled posi-
tion variable ξ = x
√
mω/~ and a rescaled temperature
τ = kT/(~ω), the squared energy eigenfunctions are
|ψn(ξ)|2 = 1
2nn!
√
pi
e−ξ
2
H2n(ξ), n = 0, 1, . . . , (14)
and the Boltzmann probabilities are
PBn = (1− e−1/τ )e−n/τ . (15)
In Eq. (14), Hn(ξ) is the Hermite polynomial
Hn(ξ) = (−1)neξ2 d
n
dξn
e−ξ
2
. (16)
The quantum mechanical thermal position distribution
is therefore
ρq(ξ) =
∞∑
n=0
PBn |ψn(ξ)|2
=
1√
pi
(1− e−1/τ )e−ξ2
∞∑
n=0
e−n/τ
2nn!
H2n(ξ).
(17)
It is well known that the sum in Eq. (17) comes out to
be an exact Gaussian. The distribution ρq(ξ) can be
rewritten as [19]
ρq(ξ) =
1√
2pi〈ξ2〉e
− ξ2
2〈ξ2〉 , (18)
where
〈ξ2〉 = 1
2 tanh( 12τ )
. (19)
Meanwhile the classical position distribution, propor-
tional to e−V (x)/kT , when written in terms of our rescaled
variables becomes
ρc(ξ) =
1√
2piτ
e−
ξ2
2τ . (20)
From Eqs. (18) and (20) it is clear that ρq differs from
ρc only because 〈ξ2〉 is not the same as τ (reflecting
the quantum violation of the classical equipartition the-
orem).
In the preceding section, we asked what probability
distribution {Pn} would make the quantum position dis-
tribution for the particle in a box as flat as possible (in
a certain sense), so that it would be as close as possible
to the uniform classical distribution. We found that the
resulting probability distribution {Pn}, while not equal
to the Boltzmann distribution {PBn }, did approach that
distribution in the high-temperature limit. We can ask a
similar question here. Given the classical position distri-
bution ρc(ξ) for a given value of τ , and given the squared
energy eigenstates |ψn(ξ)|2 of the harmonic oscillator, we
ask how the probabilities Pn should be chosen so that the
weighted average,
ρ(ξ) =
∞∑
n=0
Pn|ψn(ξ)|2, (21)
makes the ratio r(ξ) = ρ(ξ)/ρc(ξ) as flat as possible.
Do the optimal probabilities Pn look like the Boltzmann
5probabilities given in Eq. (15), and do they approach
those probabilities at high temperature?
In this case we can take “as flat as possible” to mean
“exactly constant”: as long as τ is at least 1/2, we can
simply choose the Pn’s to be the quantum probabilities
evaluated at whatever temperature is required to make
the spread of the quantum Gaussian equal to that of the
classical Gaussian. Then ρ(ξ) of Eq. (21) will be ex-
actly equal to the classical distribution ρc(ξ). (If τ is
less than 1/2, the classical spread is less than the spread
of the quantum ground state. A quantum particle can-
not achieve such a narrow distribution.) Specifically, we
choose Pn to be
Pn = (1− e−1/τe)e−n/τe , (22)
where the effective temperature τe is given by
1
2τe
= tanh−1
(
1
2τ
)
. (23)
That is, τe is the value we have to substitute for the τ in
Eq. (19) in order to make 〈ξ2〉—the quantum variance—
equal to the actual value of τ , which is the classical vari-
ance. Equations (22) and (23) define our optimal Pn’s
for the given value of τ . (The latter equation makes
clear that we cannot achieve equality with the classical
distribution if τ is less than 1/2.)
As we did in the preceding section, we again ask
whether the probabilities Pn that make the weighted av-
erage closest to the classical distribution approach the
Boltzmann distribution PBn in the Kullback-Leibler sense
as the temperature approaches infinity. In this case the
Kullback-Leibler divergence can be worked out exactly.
One finds that
D(P |PB) = log
(
1− e−1/τe
1− e−1/τ
)
+
e−1/τe
1− e−1/τe
(
1
τ
− 1
τe
)
.
(24)
Expanding this function out in powers of 1/τ (using
Eq. (23)), we get that
D(P |PB) = 1
288
· 1
τ4
+ O
(
1
τ6
)
. (25)
So the “classical-mimicking” distribution {Pn} does ap-
proach the Boltzmann distribution rapidly.
In a certain sense, our results for the harmonic os-
cillator are not as impressive as for the particle in a
box. In order to get our “classical-mimicking” proba-
bilities for the harmonic oscillator, we needed to invoke,
at the outset, the classical Boltzmann factor e−V (x)/kT .
Thus it may not be terribly surprising that the quantum
Boltzmann factor, e−En/kT , emerged from the calcula-
tion (asymptotically). (In Section VI, we ask whether
what we have seen in this example points to a special
property of the exponential form of the Boltzmann fac-
tor.) Still, though, there is the notable fact that we did
not put the energy eigenvalues into our calculation. They
are part of what emerges.
IV. PARTICLE IN A LINEAR POTENTIAL
We now consider a case that combines features of both
of the previous examples: a hard wall and an otherwise
continuously varying potential. For a particle of mass
m in one dimension, let the potential energy function be
V (x) = αx for x ≥ 0, with a hard wall at x = 0. We use
the rescaled position and temperature variables
ξ = x
(
2mα
~2
)1/3
τ = kT
(
2m
~2α2
)1/3
. (26)
Then the squared energy eigenfunctions are (for ξ ≥ 0)
|ψn(ξ)|2 = Ai(ξ + un)
2
Ai′(un)2
. (27)
Here Ai is the Airy function, Ai′ is its derivative, and
un is the nth zero of the Airy function (all the un’s are
negative). The Boltzmann probabilities with which the
|ψn|2’s are weighted in thermal equilibrium are
PBn =
1
Z
eun/τ , (28)
where Z =
∑∞
n=1 e
un/τ . So the quantum mechanical
position distribution is
ρq(ξ) =
∞∑
n=1
PBn |ψn(ξ)|2 =
1
Z
∞∑
n=1
eun/τ Ai(ξ + un)
2
Ai′(un)2
(29)
The classical position distribution is simply
ρc(ξ) = (1/τ)e
−ξ/τ . (30)
Fig. 4 shows both of these position distributions for
τ = 2, and Fig. 5 shows the ratio r(ξ) = ρq(ξ)/ρc(ξ). At
this relatively low value of the temperature, the two dis-
tributions are notably different, but the ratio is remark-
ably uniform beyond a narrow boundary region near the
wall. For ξ > 6, the ratio appears to be constant to
30 decimal places (though not exactly constant). Fig. 6
shows the contributions to the ratio r(ξ) from the first
four energy eigenfunctions. Note that the Boltzmann
weights seem to give these contributions precisely the
right height so that they sum to an almost constant func-
tion (except close to the wall).
For this example, we have not been able to formulate
a sharp and tractable optimization problem that would
define a set of Pn’s making the ratio
r(ξ) =
ρ(ξ)
ρc(ξ)
=
∑∞
n=1 Pn|ψn(ξ)|2
ρc(ξ)
(31)
“as flat as possible.” (But see Section V, in which we pro-
pose one reasonable formulation of the problem, though
not a formulation that we have been able to solve.) It is
nevertheless possible to interpret “as flat as possible” in
a weaker sense, which does at least seem to pick out the
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FIG. 4. The quantum (solid blue) and classical (dashed gold)
position distributions for a particle in a linear potential with
a hard wall at ξ = 0. Here τ = 2.
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FIG. 5. The ratio r(ξ) = ρq(ξ)/ρc(ξ) for τ = 2. Beyond
ξ = 6, this ratio appears to be constant to 30 decimal places
(though not exactly constant).
Boltzmann values PBn for large values of n. We can see
this through the following informal argument.
We begin by writing r(ξ) explicitly in terms of the Airy
function:
r(ξ) = τeξ/τ
∞∑
n=1
Pn
Ai(ξ + un)
2
Ai′(un)2
. (32)
Let us now define Rn by
Pn = Ai
′(un)2eun/τRn. (33)
In terms of Rn, we have
r(ξ) = τ
∞∑
n=1
Rnf(ξ + un), (34)
where f(z) = ez/τ Ai(z)2. That is, r(ξ) (for ξ ≥ 0) is a
weighted sum of an infinite number of shifted versions of
the same function f(z).
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FIG. 6. The first four squared energy eigenfunctions for the
linear potential, each weighted by the appropriate Boltzmann
weight PBn and divided by ρc(ξ). The sum of these curves and
their successors yields the function r(ξ) of Fig. 5.
Now, if r(ξ) is to be almost constant for large ξ, in
particular we must have that, for large s and t with t > s,∫ |ut|
|us|
r(ξ)dξ ≈ A(τ)(|ut| − |us|), (35)
where A(τ) is independent of s and t. We now substitute
the expression in Eq. (34) for the r(ξ) in this integral.
Our condition for flatness becomes
τ
∞∑
n=1
Rn
∫ |ut|
|us|
f(ξ + un)dξ ≈ A(τ)(|ut| − |us|). (36)
The function f(z) has a characteristic width that de-
pends on the value of τ . (If we normalize f(z) so as to
turn it into a probability distribution, we find that the
width of f(z), quantified by the standard deviation ∆z,
is approximately equal to τ/
√
2 for large τ .) Let us now
consider the special case where both |ut| − |us| and |us|
are much larger than this characteristic width. Then for
most of those terms in the sum in Eq. (36) for which
s < n < t, the range of integration completely spans the
region where the integrand is significantly different from
zero, and we can write∫ |ut|
|us|
f(ξ + un)dξ ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
f(z)dz =
√
τ
2
√
pi
e1/(12τ
3). (37)
Meanwhile, for most of those terms for which n is outside
of the range s < n < t, the integral is approximately zero.
We can therefore further approximate our condition for
flatness (Eq. (36)) to be
t∑
n=s
Rn ≈ B(τ)(|ut| − |us|), (38)
where B(τ) is another function of τ that does not depend
on s and t. For Eq. (38) to be true regardless of the values
of s and t, we want Rn to have the form
Rn ≈ B(τ)(|un| − |un−1|). (39)
7(Or we could say, Rn ≈ B(τ)(|un+1|−|un|). At this level
of approximation, the two expressions are equivalent.) It
is known that |un| − |un−1| is roughly proportional to
n−1/3 for large n [20]. So we want Rn to be roughly
proportional to n−1/3, and, according to Eq. (33), we
therefore want Pn to satisfy
Pn ∝ n−1/3 Ai′(un)2eun/τ . (40)
Finally, it is also known that for large n, the combination
n−1/3 Ai′(un)2 is nearly constant. (The limiting value for
infinite n is (3/(2pi2))1/3 [20].) We therefore arrive at
Pn ∝ eun/τ , (41)
where we expect the proportionality constant to depend
on the temperature. But Eq. (41) agrees with the form
of the Boltzmann probabilities (Eq. (28)). In this way
we can see how, at least for large n, the Boltzmann prob-
abilities PBn ∝ eun/τ naturally arise if one is trying to
make the ratio r(ξ) roughly constant.
Note that, as in the earlier sections, our argument is
based only on the squared energy eigenfunctions |ψn(ξ)|2
and not the associated energies. (We may not be able
to write down those eigenfunctions without knowing the
energies, but conceptually it is still the squared eigen-
functions and not the energies that enter the argument.)
V. A GENERAL DEFINITION OF “AS FLAT AS
POSSIBLE”?
The main problem we have considered is this: Given
the squares of the energy eigenfunctions in the position
representation, how can these eigenfunctions be weighted
so as to yield a function ρ(x) for which ρ(x)/ρc(x) is
“as flat as possible”? (Again, ρc(x) is the classical ther-
mal position distribution at a given temperature.) In the
first two examples (the particle in a box and the har-
monic oscillator), the probability distributions generated
in this way turned out to approach, in the Kullback-
Leibler sense, the quantum Boltzmann distribution in
the limit of infinite temperature. The third example
(the particle in a linear potential) also seemed to pro-
duce something like the Boltzmann distribution, though
our argument in that case is not rigorous.
But so far we have interpreted “as flat as possible”
in an ad hoc way. It is interesting to ask whether one
can come up with a general definition of “as flat as pos-
sible” that would yield the Boltzmann probabilities, in
this asymptotic sense, for a large class of systems. Our
results for the three examples we have considered in this
paper suggest that the following approach might work.
For now let us restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional
case. Let the position x run from a to b, where a might
be −∞ and b might be ∞. Given the classical position
distribution ρc(x) associated with a given temperature,
let us begin by defining a new variable y by
y =
∫ x
a
ρc(x
′)dx′. (42)
Then y runs from 0 to 1 (since ρc is normalized), and
the classical distribution for y is the uniform distribution
(just as it is for ξ in the case of the particle in a box).
We now consider, for each energy eigenstate ψn(x), the
corresponding distribution of the variable y—let us call it
σn(y)—so that a weighted average of these σn(y)’s would
yield some overall distribution σ(y). We want σ(y) to be
“as flat as possible.” Before we write down our proposed
definition of “as flat as possible,” let us illustrate the
construction of σ(y) by considering the example of the
linear potential.
Recall that for the linear potential, in terms of the
dimensionless variable ξ, we have
ρc(ξ) = (1/τ)e
−ξ/τ . (43)
So
y =
∫ ξ
0
ρc(ξ
′)dξ′ = 1− e−ξ/τ . (44)
Let ρn(ξ) = |ψn(ξ)|2 = Ai(ξ + un)2/Ai′(un)2 be the nth
squared eigenfunction. The corresponding distribution
σn(y) is defined by
σn(y)dy = ρn(ξ)dξ. (45)
So in this example,
σn(y) = ρn(ξ)
dξ
dy
=
(
τ
1− y
)
Ai[−τ ln(1− y) + un]2
Ai′(un)2
.
(46)
A general weighted average would be
σ(y) =
∞∑
n=1
Pnσn(y). (47)
For the special case where the Pn’s are the Boltzmann
weights PBn ∝ eun/τ , for τ = 2 we get the curve σq(y)
shown in Fig. 7.
We now present our proposed definition of “as flat as
possible.” For any small  greater than zero, let Y be the
set of all values of y for which σ(y) ≥ σmax − , where
σmax is the maximum value of σ(y), if the maximum
exists. (For the harmonic oscillator with τ < 1/2, the
function σ(y) will take arbitrarily large values no matter
how the eigenstates are weighted, because each σn(y) it-
self takes arbitrarily large values. So our definition will
not apply to that case.) For each value of , we can
look for a distribution {P n} that maximizes the measure
of the set Y (for the standard measure on the interval
[0, 1]). (For an exceptional case such as the particle in
a box, in which the classical position distribution is in-
dependent of temperature, we need to limit the effective
temperature in some way in order to get a solution, as
we did in Section II.) We can then define our optimal
distribution {Pn} to be the limit of {P n} as  approaches
zero, if the limit exists. This formulation of the problem
is consistent with our definition of “as flat as possible”
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FIG. 7. The quantum position distribution for a particle in a
linear potential when position is parameterized by the variable
y. Here τ = 2.
for the harmonic oscillator (for τ ≥ 1/2). It is also plau-
sibly consistent with what we did for the particle in a
box: if the sole maximum of r(ξ) occurs at the center of
the box, then one wants the derivatives of as many or-
ders as possible to be zero at the center in order to make
r(ξ) as constant as possible near that location. For the
third example, we have nothing rigorous to report, but
this general formulation seems sensible for that case as
well.
We can express this same proposed definition in terms
of the original variable x. For any small  greater than
zero, let X be the set of all values of x for which
r(x) ≥ rmax − , where, as usual, r(x) = ρ(x)/ρc(x)
and ρ(x) =
∑
n Pn|ψn(x)|2. Here rmax is the supremum
of r(x) over the range of x (if the supremum exists). Now
we look for a distribution {P n} for which the probability of
the set X is greatest, where the probability is computed
using the classical thermal distribution ρc(x). That is,
the probability we want to maximize is
probability of X =
∫
x∈X
ρc(x)dx. (48)
We then take the limit of {P n} as  goes to zero.
In a higher-dimensional configuration space, there is an
obvious generalization of the above criterion. In fact, the
preceding paragraph can simply be reinterpreted, with x
referring to the location in a multidimensional space.
We also need to consider the possibility of a degen-
eracy in energy. Within a degenerate subspace, there
is no unique set of squared energy eigenfunctions, since
one has a choice of basis for the subspace. In that case,
we can simply use, for each degenerate subspace, the
configuration-space distribution associated with the com-
pletely mixed state over that subspace. The question
would then be how to weight the distributions associ-
ated with distinct energies so as to make r(x) as flat as
possible.
Now, there certainly exist systems for which our ap-
proach does not work. A simple example is a particle on
a one-dimensional ring (that is, a one-dimensional box
with periodic boundary conditions). In that case every
energy eigensubspace is associated with a uniform posi-
tion distribution. So the quantum position distribution
automatically agrees with the classical position distribu-
tion regardless of how these subspaces are weighted rela-
tive to each other. Moreover, it is not clear that using the
other dimension of phase space would help in this case:
in the quantum case the momentum does not even take
the same set of values as in the classical case. Perhaps
it should not be surprising if our approach, based largely
on a comparison between classical and quantum physics,
does not apply to a system for which the classical and
quantum phase spaces are not the same [21, 22].
VI. DISCUSSION
Normally, what one needs in order to write down the
Boltzmann probabilities are the energy eigenvalues. Here
we have not used the energy eigenvalues; the inputs to our
calculation are instead the squares of the energy eigen-
functions, together with the classical thermal position
distribution we are trying to match. Now, one might
argue that once we are given the classical position dis-
tribution, we can use it, together with the Schro¨dinger
equation, to find the energy eigenvalues, since the poten-
tial energy function can be extracted from the classical
distribution (up to an additive constant). The energy
eigenvalues are in this sense implicitly present in our in-
puts. However, we have not put the full Schro¨dinger
equation into our mathematics. So it is still intriguing
that the optimal weights somehow know that they are
supposed to approach the Boltzmann weights.
One might also argue that our results are merely a
consequence of the fact that, even for a single energy
eigenstate, there is typically a close correspondence be-
tween the quantum position distribution and a classi-
cally defined probability distribution associated with the
given energy [23–26]. However, this fact cannot fully ex-
plain our observations. The oscillating quantum prob-
ability distributions associated with the energy eigen-
states, when combined in a weighted average, are capable
of producing a wide range of functions. The weights in
the average need to be chosen in just the right way if
they are to produce a position distribution similar to the
classical distribution. In our examples, the Boltzmann
weights seem to do this.
It is important to recognize that our three examples
should be placed into two distinct categories. One cat-
egory is represented by our last two examples, the har-
monic oscillator and the linear potential. In those cases,
the classical Boltzmann distribution was a crucial piece
of the input, and the fact that something like the quan-
tum Boltzmann distribution emerged from the calcula-
tion surely reflects the fact that the quantum and clas-
sical Boltzmann factors exhibit the same dependence on
9energy, and that “energy” has the same physical meaning
in both contexts.
In contrast, for the case of the particle in a box (repre-
senting the other category), the classical Boltzmann fac-
tor played no essential role at all. The only fact from
classical physics we used in that case was the unifor-
mity of the thermal position distribution. This unifor-
mity has nothing particularly to do with the classical
Boltzmann factor, e−V (x)/kT ; any other function of V (x)
would also have given rise to the uniform distribution,
since V (x) itself is uniform. So, in this one example, the
fact that something very close to the Boltzmann distri-
bution emerged from the calculation does not say much
at all about the relation between quantum and classi-
cal mechanics. Rather, it seems to suggest a relation-
ship between quantum mechanics and statistical mechan-
ics. We started with the squared eigenfunctions, which
come from quantum mechanics, and we found that the
“flatness-optimizing” weighting of these eigenfunctions
approaches the quantum Boltzmann distribution, which
belongs to statistical mechanics [27].
Of course we cannot draw general conclusions from this
one example. It would be interesting to carry out a sim-
ilar analysis for other “boxes” in which the potential en-
ergy function is likewise uniform, e.g., two-dimensional
boxes of various shapes. To do that, one would ideally
use a more general method of limiting the effective tem-
perature than the method we used in Section II. Perhaps
one could fix the value of the Shannon entropy of the
distribution {Pn}.
It is also interesting to ask whether there is an alter-
native way of framing the problem for our two “non-
box” examples—or indeed for any system where the
potential energy has a non-trivial dependence on the
configuration—so as to see whether the particular func-
tional form e−E/kT , applied to both quantum and clas-
sical physics, is somehow favored over other functions of
E/kT as the form most conducive to agreement between
the quantum and classical configuration-space distribu-
tions (as indeed it does seem to be favored for the particle
in the box).
Here is one way we might imagine framing the problem.
For a given system, imagine a hypothetical world where
the classical thermal distribution over phase space has
the form (1/Z)f(E(x, p)/kT ); here E(x, p) is the clas-
sical energy function, f is a suitably normalizable but
otherwise arbitrary non-negative function, and Z is the
integral of f(E(x, p)/kT ) over phase space. The classi-
cal configuration-space distribution (in this hypothetical
world) is then the integral of (1/Z)f(E(x, p)/kT ) over
p. Now solve the problem posed in Section V. That is,
find the weights Pˆn of the quantum energy eigenfunctions
that optimize the flatness of the ratio rˆ(x) = ρˆ(x)/ρˆc(x),
where ρˆc(x) is the distribution obtained from f . (We use
hats to indicate that we are in the hypothetical world
where the classical distribution function is defined by f .)
Now we ask: For large values of T , does the optimal
distribution {Pˆn} approach the probability distribution
proportional to f(En/kT ), where the En’s are the en-
ergy eigenvalues? If the answer is “yes” for almost any
function f , then the problem does not demonstrate any
special property of the Boltzmann factor e−E/kT . On the
other hand, if the answer is “yes” only if f(z) is propor-
tional to e−z, then one can say that the Boltzmann factor
is especially conducive to a quantum-classical correspon-
dence. Essentially, what we are asking here is whether
an arbitrary dependence on E/kT would produce results
like those we have seen for the Boltzmann distribution in
Sections III and IV.
Of course we already have at least two standard deriva-
tions of the Boltzmann distribution. In addition to the
Jaynes approach mentioned earlier, in which information-
theoretic entropy is maximized, there is also the argu-
ment found in most textbooks on statistical mechanics,
which starts from the assumption that the system of in-
terest is embedded in a much larger system described by
the microcanonical ensemble. Moreover, in recent years
much progress has been made toward understanding why,
and under what circumstances, one can expect many of
the consequences of the microcanonical ensemble to ap-
ply even to an isolated system in a pure quantum state
[29–35].
If, then, the results we have obtained in this paper can
be sharpened and generalized to a large class of systems,
it would seem that the Boltzmann probabilities are, in a
sense, overdetermined. They are determined by the stan-
dard arguments—entropy maximization or the argument
from the microcanonical ensemble—and they are also de-
termined, at least in an asymptotic sense, by the appar-
ently independent criterion of a close correspondence be-
tween quantum and classical physics. This overdetermi-
nation would suggest that what appear to be independent
arguments are not actually independent, and that there
exist underlying connections between quantum, classi-
cal, and statistical mechanics that we have not identified.
Conceivably, what we are seeing in this paper is another
aspect of the relationship, mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, between the structure of quantum mechanics
and the foundations of statistical mechanics.
Of course, another possibility is that the observations
we have made here are peculiar to our examples and do
not generalize, in which case they should be regarded
merely as interesting curiosities without deeper signifi-
cance. The next step is therefore to see to what extent
these results can be extended. We hope to explore this
question in future work.
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APPENDIX A
Here we prove that Eq. (10) is the unique solution to
the system of linear equations given in Eq. (9). First we
show that it is a solution; then we show that the solution
is unique.
We begin with the relation
(1 + x)2N =
2N∑
l=0
(2N)!
l!(2N − l)!x
l
= xN
N∑
n=−N
(2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)!x
n,
(49)
where, in the last expression, we have replaced the sum-
mation variable l with n = l − N . Dividing by xN , we
get (
2 + x+
1
x
)N
=
N∑
n=−N
(2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)!x
n. (50)
Now apply the operation (x ddx )
2m to both sides:
(
x
d
dx
)2m(
2 + x+
1
x
)N
=
N∑
n=−N
(2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)!n
2mxn.
(51)
Evaluating both sides at x = −1, we get(
x
d
dx
)2m(
2 + x+
1
x
)N ∣∣∣∣∣
x=−1
= 2
N∑
n=1
(2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)!n
2m(−1)n.
(52)
To get the expression on the right-hand side, we have
assumed that m takes the values 1, . . . , N −1 (the values
specified in Eq. (9)), so that n2m is even in n and zero for
n = 0. We will have shown that Eq. (10) is a solution to
Eq. (9) if we can show that the right-hand side of Eq. (52)
is zero for each of these values of m. Thus we want to
show that(
x
d
dx
)2m(
2 + x+
1
x
)N ∣∣∣∣∣
x=−1
= 0, m = 1, . . . , N − 1.
(53)
To show this, first note the following effects of the op-
eration x ddx :
x
d
dx
(
2 + x+
1
x
)
=
(
x− 1
x
)
x
d
dx
(
x− 1
x
)
=
(
x+
1
x
)
x
d
dx
(
x+
1
x
)
=
(
x− 1
x
) (54)
When we carry out the derivatives in Eq. (53), we get a
sum of terms, each of which is a product of exactly N
factors, with each factor taking one of the three forms
(2 +x+ 1x ), (x− 1x ), or (x+ 1x ). Of these three forms, the
first two are zero at x = −1. Therefore, as we progress
through the possible values of m, the expression on the
left-hand side of Eq. (53) remains zero until we get a term
in which all N of the factors are (x+ 1x ). It requires two
applications of x ddx to turn (2+x+
1
x ) into (x+
1
x ). So we
do not get the offending term until we have applied the
x ddx operation 2N times, that is, when m = N . Thus,
for all m = 1, . . . , N − 1, the equation holds. It follows
that Eq. (10) is a solution to Eq. (9).
To show uniqueness, it is sufficient to show that the
vectors of coefficients in Eq. (9) are linearly independent.
That is, we want to show that the vectors
vm = (−12m, 22m, . . . , (−1)NN2m), m = 1, . . . , N − 1
v0 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)
(55)
are linearly independent. First, it is clear that v0 cannot
be written as a linear combination of the other vectors:
if it could, then the Pn’s in the solution we have found,
Eq. (10), would have to sum to zero, which is not the
case. So any linear dependence would have to be among
the vm’s with m = 1, . . . , N − 1.
We can show that these N − 1 vectors are linearly
independent as follows. First, we are free to remove all
the negative signs, since they appear in the same entries
in each vector and thus do not affect linear independence.
Let the resulting vectors (with all positive entries) be
rows of a matrix M , with an additional row equal to v0.
That is, let M be the square matrix
Mjk = k
2(j−1), j, k = 1, . . . , N. (56)
Now, M is an example of a square Vandermonde ma-
trix with distinct columns, and it is known that such a
matrix has full rank. (There is even a formula for the
nonzero determinant of the matrix [36].) It follows that
our solution to the system of equations (9) is unique.
APPENDIX B
For the particle in a box, we show here that the
Kullback-Leibler divergence D(P |PB) between the “flat-
ness optimizing distribution” {Pn} (defined by Eq. (10))
and the Boltzmann distribution {PBn } (defined in
Eq. (3)) diminishes as 1/N2 for large N if we set τ = N .
We begin by re-expressing the divergence D(P |PB)
(Eq. (12)) as
D(P |PB) = 22N−1A
×
{[
N∑
n=−N
Qn ln(Pn/P
B
n )
]
−Q0 ln(P0/PB0 )
}
,
(57)
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where A is defined in Eq. (11) and
Qn = 2
−2N (2N)!
(N + n)!(N − n)! . (58)
Note that {Qn} is the full binomial distribution of which
{Pn} is a renormalized portion. The factor in front of
the curly brackets in Eq. (57) approaches 1 as N goes to
infinity. So we want to show that the expression inside
the curly brackets is of order 1/N2 for large N . That is,
we want to show that the quantity
〈lnPn〉 − 〈lnPBn 〉 −Q0 ln(P0/PB0 ) (59)
is of order 1/N2, where the averages indicated by the
angle brackets are to be taken with respect to the dis-
tribution {Qn}. This distribution is easier to work with
than {Pn}. In particular, we can use the simple results
〈n2〉 = N/2 and 〈n4〉 = (3/4)N2 − (1/4)N .
To compute 〈lnPn〉, we begin with the approximation
q! =
√
2piq
(q
e
)q [
1 +
1
12q
+O(q−2)
]
. (60)
Upon doing the algebra, one finds that
〈lnPn〉 = ln
(
2√
piN
)
− 1
2
+
1√
piN
+
1
2piN
+
(
1
3pi
√
pi
− 1
8
√
pi
)
1
N3/2
+O(N−2).
(61)
To compute 〈lnPBn 〉, with τ = N , we start with
lnPBn = − lnZ − n2/N, (62)
where
Z =
∞∑
n=1
e−n
2/N =
θ3(0, e
−1/N )− 1
2
. (63)
Now, the function θ3(0, e
−1/N ) differs from the function√
piN by an amount that diminishes exponentially in N
as N increases. So for our purpose, we can replace the
former function by the latter. Upon making this replace-
ment and expanding in powers of 1/
√
N , we find that
〈lnPBn 〉 = ln
(
2√
piN
)
− 1
2
+
1√
piN
+
1
2piN
+
(
1
3pi
√
pi
)
1
N3/2
+O(N−2).
(64)
When we take the difference 〈lnPn〉 − 〈lnPBn 〉, the
only term that survives, of order lower than 1/N2, is
−( 1
8
√
pi
)
N−3/2. But it turns out that this is also the
leading term in the quantity Q0 ln(P0/P
B
0 ). Thus, in the
expression given in Eq. (59), all terms of lower order than
1/N2 vanish. One can check that the coefficient of 1/N2
is not zero. So D(P |PB) is indeed of order 1/N2.
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